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DSV philosophy: Through awakening consciousness, we are empowered with knowledge and skills to 
unconditionally serve others. 

 

 

PRESIDENT’S REPORT 

I hope you are doing a lot of what you enjoy, 
following your passions, even if it can’t be all day 
every day. My own passions are dowsing, reiki 
and line dancing. They all make me feel great 
and help to raise my vibration. In fact, I can’t 
imagine my life without any of them. 

By raising our vibration our passions 
contribute to making us healthier, able to cope 
better with what life throws our way. As I was 
writing this, synchronicity was at work because 
an email arrived from www.morningmessages 
which expanded on my theme. You’ll find it 
reprinted in this Newsletter 

 It seems to me that some of the media are 
trying hard these days to keep us in a state of 
fear. It helps to be discerning about what we 
take on board. It’s worthwhile asking who might 
be behind the information doing the rounds and 
what benefit the instigators have in peddling it. 
It’s a good idea to use your intuition and dowsing 
to decide if the information you’re hearing, 
watching or reading feels right for you.  

Each time you have a dowsing question, 
remember to make sure you’re hydrated and be 
sure to check first by asking “May I? Can I? 
Should I?”  

I know those who attended our last meeting 
were very interested in the talk given to us by 
our DSV Committee member and Newsletter 
Editor, Heather Wilks on pendulum scrambling. 
We did a group scrambling together to safely 
end the drought in Victoria, asking for rain each 
night until the dams are filled.  

Lyn Wood, President 
 

 

NEXT MEETING 

Time & Date: 
2.00 pm, Sunday 9

th
 August, 2009  

(1.30 pm for dowsing practice) 

Place: 
Mount Waverley Community Centre, 

Miller Crescent, Mount Waverley 

(Opposite Mount Waverley Railway Station)  
Melway: 70 E 1 

Parking at rear, off Holskamp St. which runs off 
Stephensons Road 

 

OUR NEXT MEETING 

South Australian dowser Dennis Toop, 
Treasurer of the SA Dowsers’ Club, will present 
at our next meeting on Sunday, 9

th
 August 2009. 

Dennis’ has a particular interest in remotely 
dowsing “unsaleable” properties”, which often 
appear to be perfectly good houses. He enjoys 
changing the energy, and much to the surprise of 
some local real estate agents, close to 80% of 
such properties subsequently sell. Of course he 
finds the agents very supportive, and the instant 
feedback confirms the accuracy of his dowsing. 
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OUR LAST MEETING  

By Heather Wilks, DSV Committee Member and 

Newsletter Editor. 

As part of my presentation on pendulum 
dowsing on 21

st
 June, I screened a portion of 

Raymon Grace’s DVD, “Healthy Body & Mind”.  

 

It was a good opportunity to lead everyone in 
some group pendulum dowsing. The intention 
was set to attract sufficient rain to overcome 
Victoria’s serious drought conditions. The 
emphasis was to bring some gentle soaking rain 
in a safe way for the needs of the people, land 
and animals, with overnight falls to fill our 
parched dams.  

Fortunately there has been an increase in the 
rain fall, although we’re quite a way off filling 
those dams. 

 
 

MY JOURNEY INTO MAP DOWSING. 
 

By Fred Ward, DSV Vice-President 
 

It all started with a telephone call from a chap 
in Darwin who made a hobby of finding pieces of 
wartime aircraft (not full bodied craft) which in 
some way or another had come to grief in the 
swamps, mangroves and crocodile infested 
creeks in Arnhem Land to the west of Adelaide 
River, a vast area of Northern Australia. 

 

Fred Ward, DSV Vice-President 

 

 

What did I learn from this exercise? Map 
dowsing is fun - especially if you have a way to 
verify  your accuracy later. And, it’s better to 
leave the work for a few days and return to 
check what you have done. I feel this may have 
made my results even more accurate.   
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TO DIG OR NOT TO DIG 

         By DSV Member, Mick Moran  

Having learnt to detect water using a dowsing 
rod, I thought I would see if it was possible to 
detect minerals as well. The most interesting and 
frustrating story of mineral detecting I have had 
was with the use of pyrite. Having acquired a 
piece of pyrite, I thought I would ride my push 
bike over to Lake Learmonth and see if I could 
get any sort of signal. Lake Learmonth used to 
be renowned in the Ballarat district as being one 
of the best lakes for water skiing and yachting, 
and on hot days many locals gathered there to 
go swimming. The lake covers an area of over 
550 hectares and when full, holds over 9,000 
mega litres of water. It is not a deep lake so on 
windy days it didn’t become too choppy so it was 
ideal for water sports.  

 

Mick Moran, DSV Member 
 

EMOTIONS ARE A FREQUENCY 
 

The emotional state of the human is far more 
important than you have been taught. Emotions 
are a frequency, a vibration. They interact and 
interface with your reality; they are your point of 
attraction. They are the indicators - your sign 
posts, your road map. There is beauty and 
complexity to the unit you call your 
body/mind/emotions/spirit.   

From:  www.MorningMessages.com 

 

 

 
 

DSV SPEAKERS ON CD 

Currently we have six speakers on CD: 

1. Dianne Ward - the Dreamspell Calendar. 
2. Christine Rothwell - Astrology.  
3. Bill Patterson – Meditation. 
4. Joan Evans –  Dowsing in Hawaii. 
5. Charles Cheesman –December 2012 + 
6. Lyn Wood – Property dowsing. 
7. Heather Wilks – Pendulum Dowsing 

 

 

Please note, this is an extract of the DSV 
August 2009 newsletter. By joining the DSV 
you can receive the full edition. Please check 
our website for details about becoming a 
member now:   www.dsv.org.au 

Please write the DSV 2009 Meeting Dates in your diary today … 

9
th

 August, 4
th

 October, 29
th

 November 


